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soft drinks
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the sweetness of mango is perfectly balanced by
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TAMA GUEST BEER
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2.95
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between the sweetness of malt and the bitterness of hops. this is
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TAMA SHANDY
cobra 4.5%

25ml

we reckon they taste best served from their iconic bottle!

still/sparkling mineral water

330ml
750ml

1.95
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the g&t

step 1: pick a gin
step 2: choose your mixer
step 3: add your garnish

step 1: pick a gin
hendricks

hand crafted traditional botanicals
with a unique infusion of
cucumber and rose petals

boe passion gin
fresh passion fruit and
bright orange notes
mixed with some classic
herbaceous undertones

boe violet

a vibrant variation of boe gin,
infused with violets. this will go
well in a classic g&t with its light,
delicate taste, colour and aroma!

pinkster

deliciously dry with juniper
and coriander underlying a
jammy raspberry note for an
exceptionally smooth ﬁnish

greenalls wild
berry

english hedgerow blackberries &
raspberries infused with greenalls
original london dry gin

tanqueray rangpur

produced using hefty amounts of
the finest sloes along with a merry
band of botanicals resulting in
tonnes of character

opihr

bursts of citrus balance with rich,
earthy aromas and soft spice.
opihr epitomises the exotic
intensity of the orient, awakening
the senses to a new style of gin

agnes arber
pineapple

rich and totally tropical with
freshly cut pineapple and a hint of
fresh ﬂoral & clarifying citrus notes mango. ever present tropical fruits
grounded by earthy & spicy cassia with big pineapple flavour that’s
bark & cubeb with local honey for balanced with the crisp freshness
of citrus
a smooth ﬁnish

silent pool

bombay sapphire
a fresh and lively gin,
slightly ﬂoral with coriander
& a warm peppery ﬁnish

king of soho

a delicate combination of
sweetness, citrus and earthiness
and a hint of grapefruit bitterness

monkey 47

an unusual gin from the black
forest in germany, monkey 47
contains a unique ingredient,
lingonberries. the 47 comes from
the number of botanicals that
go into this unique gin, and the
fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.
some say less is more, not for
monkey 47!

agnes arber
rhubarb

this marriage of 9 pot-stilled
botanicals with rhubarb added
after distillation results in a distinct
colour, flavour, and refreshing
tartness

malfy lemon

an Italian gin made using six
botanicals along with an infusion
of lemons from the italian amalfi
coast. citrus forward and fresh,
with touches of woody juniper
bringing character. the lemon
notes are authentic, bright and
mouth-filling

till 7pm every day

both cocktails must be the same

mango & chilli mojito

a tama signature cocktail. white rum, well balanced with
rich mango, the heat of chilli and cool, refreshing mint.
pair with our curries for a match made in heaven!

uncle johnnie

a play on the whiskey sour, using johnnie walker black
label. sharp lime contrasts lavish pineapple in this fullbodied drink finished with the herbal touch of angostura
bitters

peachy blinder

a bit of old-fashioned charm in this unusually complex
tequila cocktail. peach purée, pineapple and a foamy top
delicately garnished with a few drops of angostura bitters
and rosemary

berry bombay

a crowd favourite. vodka infused with sweet, indulgent
forest fruits coulis, bubbles and a lemonade top. crowned
with mint and a sprinkle of icing sugar

vanilla velvet

decadent mango, guava and vanilla with a vodka and
raspberry base. this velvety concoction is ideal for those
with a sweet tooth

too cool for school

abundantly refreshing. gin, fresh lime, cucumber and
coriander, tempered with lemonade. lifts the spirits and
revitalises the palate

kolkata kosmo

our twist on the classic cosmo using absolut mango
vodka and pomegranate juice. zingy lime and beautiful
elderflower pair with the sweetness of demerara sugar.
flawless class and elegance

amaretto colada

sweeter and denser than its rum based cousin.
disaronno’s sweet, silky aroma, hinting of almonds, mixed
with coconut cream and rich pineapple juice. tastes just
like candy

delycheeous

delightfully fresh and aromatic. this gin concoction is
brimming with the colours of pomegranate, lime and
passion fruit, gleaming with the distinct taste of lychee.
dressed up with edible flowers

step 2: choose your mixer

classic / light / lemon / elderflower / raspberry & rose /
blood orange

cucumber / lime / orange peel / grapefruit / pomegranate /
cinnamon / rosemary
25ml 6.25

vandalur bird

this mix of old j spiced rum, mango juice and lime, with
the finishing touches of strawberry & peach bitters will
leave you feeling spiced up and ready for more!

blackberry buzz

step 3: add your garnish
step 4: enjoy!

cocktails

2 for 1 cocktails!

50ml 8.25

abundant tropical flavours of pineapple, passion fruit and
coconut married with lush blackberries. this vodka-based
drink is buzzing with fruit

8.25

cocktails

2 for 1 cocktails!
till 7pm every day

both cocktails must be the same

passion slam

called slam for a reason. the tequila cuts through the
homemade fiery ginger mixture, backed up by passion
fruit, mango and lime. tangy and sharp

8.25

wines
sparkling wine

glass

bottle

i castelli, prosecco doc

5.45

24.95

veneto, italy

dry & fruity bubbles - fresh & floral

8.25

8.25

tama-tiki

exotic and flavourful. mango, pineapple and
caribbean rum with subtle hints of apple and lime,
topped with angostura bitters to complete the tikiexperience. a tropical escape awaits

8.25

white wine

175ml* bottle

inkosi, chenin blanc

5.25

19.95

5.75

22.95

5.95

24.95

5.25

19.95

5.25

19.95

5.95

24.95

western cape, south africa

refreshing & clean - citrus & pineapple

honey i’m home!

a silky, syrupy delight! tequila, white chocolate, honey,
guava, and lime topped off with aromatic plum bitters
and star anise. flavour explosions all round for those with
a sweet tooth!

8.25

8.25

8.25

fiori sul muro catarratto,
pinot grigio vegan
sicily, italy

balanced & dry - soft fruit & citrus

te papa, sauvignon blanc

# hair of the dog

marlborough, new zealand

we’ve all been there… ask about our #hairofthedog
cocktail to help get your mojo back on track
#aboutlastnight

9.25

ripe & pungent - guava & melon

rosé wine
charlie zin, white zinfandel
california, usa

8.25

8.25

rich & elegant - red fruit & delicate spices

tama coolers

alcohol-free

crafted in-house; carafes of drinkable, refreshing loveliness

8.25

8.25

8.25

le jardin, merlot
languedoc, france

bombay cooler
8.25

red wine

uniquely ours and loved by many, this sweet but fresh
cooler is guaranteed to quench your thirst. pomegranate
juice is complemented by the punchy cinnamon in a
swirl of lime, mint, coriander and pomegranate seeds,
topped up with lemonade

4.95

fresh & full - forest fruits & black cherries
* 125ml also available

4.95

the coolcumber

4.95

mango mania

4.95

sweet coco cooler

4.95

the coolest kid on the block. a fresh blend of apple
and lychee juice, flavoured with chunks of cucumber
and finished with mint. light, refreshing and incredibly
moreish

vanilla syrup, rich mango and lemonade. simple and
sweet like candy, with a sprig of rosemary for the final
finesse

an unusually fun mix of orange, pineapple and coconut
juice and strawberry syrup. playtime in a glass; this is
tropical, full and fruity

illusions, malbec vegan
mendoza, argentina

peachy punch

the zing of fresh limes and the sweetness of our
homemade peach syrup. mixed up with passionfruit juice
and lemonade for wonderfully enjoyable sipping!

soft & juicy - red berry fruits

the g&t

step 1: pick a gin
step 2: choose your mixer
step 3: add your garnish

step 1: pick a gin
hendricks

hand crafted traditional botanicals
with a unique infusion of
cucumber and rose petals

boe passion gin
fresh passion fruit and
bright orange notes
mixed with some classic
herbaceous undertones

boe violet

a vibrant variation of boe gin,
infused with violets. this will go
well in a classic g&t with its light,
delicate taste, colour and aroma!

pinkster

deliciously dry with juniper
and coriander underlying a
jammy raspberry note for an
exceptionally smooth ﬁnish

greenalls wild
berry

english hedgerow blackberries &
raspberries infused with greenalls
original london dry gin

tanqueray rangpur

produced using hefty amounts of
the finest sloes along with a merry
band of botanicals resulting in
tonnes of character

opihr

bursts of citrus balance with rich,
earthy aromas and soft spice.
opihr epitomises the exotic
intensity of the orient, awakening
the senses to a new style of gin

agnes arber
pineapple

rich and totally tropical with
freshly cut pineapple and a hint of
fresh ﬂoral & clarifying citrus notes mango. ever present tropical fruits
grounded by earthy & spicy cassia with big pineapple flavour that’s
bark & cubeb with local honey for balanced with the crisp freshness
of citrus
a smooth ﬁnish

silent pool

bombay sapphire
a fresh and lively gin,
slightly ﬂoral with coriander
& a warm peppery ﬁnish

king of soho

a delicate combination of
sweetness, citrus and earthiness
and a hint of grapefruit bitterness

monkey 47

an unusual gin from the black
forest in germany, monkey 47
contains a unique ingredient,
lingonberries. the 47 comes from
the number of botanicals that
go into this unique gin, and the
fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.
some say less is more, not for
monkey 47!

agnes arber
rhubarb

this marriage of 9 pot-stilled
botanicals with rhubarb added
after distillation results in a distinct
colour, flavour, and refreshing
tartness

malfy lemon

an Italian gin made using six
botanicals along with an infusion
of lemons from the italian amalfi
coast. citrus forward and fresh,
with touches of woody juniper
bringing character. the lemon
notes are authentic, bright and
mouth-filling

till 7pm every day

both cocktails must be the same

mango & chilli mojito

a tama signature cocktail. white rum, well balanced with
rich mango, the heat of chilli and cool, refreshing mint.
pair with our curries for a match made in heaven!

uncle johnnie

a play on the whiskey sour, using johnnie walker black
label. sharp lime contrasts lavish pineapple in this fullbodied drink finished with the herbal touch of angostura
bitters

peachy blinder

a bit of old-fashioned charm in this unusually complex
tequila cocktail. peach purée, pineapple and a foamy top
delicately garnished with a few drops of angostura bitters
and rosemary

berry bombay

a crowd favourite. vodka infused with sweet, indulgent
forest fruits coulis, bubbles and a lemonade top. crowned
with mint and a sprinkle of icing sugar

vanilla velvet

decadent mango, guava and vanilla with a vodka and
raspberry base. this velvety concoction is ideal for those
with a sweet tooth

too cool for school

abundantly refreshing. gin, fresh lime, cucumber and
coriander, tempered with lemonade. lifts the spirits and
revitalises the palate

kolkata kosmo

our twist on the classic cosmo using absolut mango
vodka and pomegranate juice. zingy lime and beautiful
elderflower pair with the sweetness of demerara sugar.
flawless class and elegance

amaretto colada

sweeter and denser than its rum based cousin.
disaronno’s sweet, silky aroma, hinting of almonds, mixed
with coconut cream and rich pineapple juice. tastes just
like candy

delycheeous

delightfully fresh and aromatic. this gin concoction is
brimming with the colours of pomegranate, lime and
passion fruit, gleaming with the distinct taste of lychee.
dressed up with edible flowers

step 2: choose your mixer

classic / light / lemon / elderflower / raspberry & rose /
blood orange

cucumber / lime / orange peel / grapefruit / pomegranate /
cinnamon / rosemary
25ml 6.25

vandalur bird

this mix of old j spiced rum, mango juice and lime, with
the finishing touches of strawberry & peach bitters will
leave you feeling spiced up and ready for more!

blackberry buzz
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step 4: enjoy!
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and finished with mint. light, refreshing and incredibly
moreish

vanilla syrup, rich mango and lemonade. simple and
sweet like candy, with a sprig of rosemary for the final
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an unusually fun mix of orange, pineapple and coconut
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intensity of the orient, awakening
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freshly cut pineapple and a hint of
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grounded by earthy & spicy cassia with big pineapple flavour that’s
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an unusual gin from the black
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contains a unique ingredient,
lingonberries. the 47 comes from
the number of botanicals that
go into this unique gin, and the
fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.
some say less is more, not for
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agnes arber
rhubarb

this marriage of 9 pot-stilled
botanicals with rhubarb added
after distillation results in a distinct
colour, flavour, and refreshing
tartness
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an Italian gin made using six
botanicals along with an infusion
of lemons from the italian amalfi
coast. citrus forward and fresh,
with touches of woody juniper
bringing character. the lemon
notes are authentic, bright and
mouth-filling
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rich mango, the heat of chilli and cool, refreshing mint.
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uncle johnnie

a play on the whiskey sour, using johnnie walker black
label. sharp lime contrasts lavish pineapple in this fullbodied drink finished with the herbal touch of angostura
bitters

peachy blinder

a bit of old-fashioned charm in this unusually complex
tequila cocktail. peach purée, pineapple and a foamy top
delicately garnished with a few drops of angostura bitters
and rosemary

berry bombay

a crowd favourite. vodka infused with sweet, indulgent
forest fruits coulis, bubbles and a lemonade top. crowned
with mint and a sprinkle of icing sugar
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decadent mango, guava and vanilla with a vodka and
raspberry base. this velvety concoction is ideal for those
with a sweet tooth

too cool for school

abundantly refreshing. gin, fresh lime, cucumber and
coriander, tempered with lemonade. lifts the spirits and
revitalises the palate

kolkata kosmo

our twist on the classic cosmo using absolut mango
vodka and pomegranate juice. zingy lime and beautiful
elderflower pair with the sweetness of demerara sugar.
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sweeter and denser than its rum based cousin.
disaronno’s sweet, silky aroma, hinting of almonds, mixed
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like candy
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well in a classic g&t with its light,
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and coriander underlying a
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intensity of the orient, awakening
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a delicate combination of
sweetness, citrus and earthiness
and a hint of grapefruit bitterness

monkey 47

an unusual gin from the black
forest in germany, monkey 47
contains a unique ingredient,
lingonberries. the 47 comes from
the number of botanicals that
go into this unique gin, and the
fact it’s bottled at a healthy 47%.
some say less is more, not for
monkey 47!

agnes arber
rhubarb

this marriage of 9 pot-stilled
botanicals with rhubarb added
after distillation results in a distinct
colour, flavour, and refreshing
tartness

malfy lemon

an Italian gin made using six
botanicals along with an infusion
of lemons from the italian amalfi
coast. citrus forward and fresh,
with touches of woody juniper
bringing character. the lemon
notes are authentic, bright and
mouth-filling

till 7pm every day

both cocktails must be the same

mango & chilli mojito

a tama signature cocktail. white rum, well balanced with
rich mango, the heat of chilli and cool, refreshing mint.
pair with our curries for a match made in heaven!

uncle johnnie

a play on the whiskey sour, using johnnie walker black
label. sharp lime contrasts lavish pineapple in this fullbodied drink finished with the herbal touch of angostura
bitters

peachy blinder

a bit of old-fashioned charm in this unusually complex
tequila cocktail. peach purée, pineapple and a foamy top
delicately garnished with a few drops of angostura bitters
and rosemary

berry bombay

a crowd favourite. vodka infused with sweet, indulgent
forest fruits coulis, bubbles and a lemonade top. crowned
with mint and a sprinkle of icing sugar

vanilla velvet

decadent mango, guava and vanilla with a vodka and
raspberry base. this velvety concoction is ideal for those
with a sweet tooth

too cool for school

abundantly refreshing. gin, fresh lime, cucumber and
coriander, tempered with lemonade. lifts the spirits and
revitalises the palate

kolkata kosmo

our twist on the classic cosmo using absolut mango
vodka and pomegranate juice. zingy lime and beautiful
elderflower pair with the sweetness of demerara sugar.
flawless class and elegance

amaretto colada

sweeter and denser than its rum based cousin.
disaronno’s sweet, silky aroma, hinting of almonds, mixed
with coconut cream and rich pineapple juice. tastes just
like candy

delycheeous

delightfully fresh and aromatic. this gin concoction is
brimming with the colours of pomegranate, lime and
passion fruit, gleaming with the distinct taste of lychee.
dressed up with edible flowers

step 2: choose your mixer

classic / light / lemon / elderflower / raspberry & rose /
blood orange

cucumber / lime / orange peel / grapefruit / pomegranate /
cinnamon / rosemary
25ml 6.25

vandalur bird

this mix of old j spiced rum, mango juice and lime, with
the finishing touches of strawberry & peach bitters will
leave you feeling spiced up and ready for more!

blackberry buzz

step 3: add your garnish
step 4: enjoy!

cocktails

2 for 1 cocktails!

50ml 8.25

abundant tropical flavours of pineapple, passion fruit and
coconut married with lush blackberries. this vodka-based
drink is buzzing with fruit

8.25

cocktails

2 for 1 cocktails!
till 7pm every day

both cocktails must be the same

passion slam

called slam for a reason. the tequila cuts through the
homemade fiery ginger mixture, backed up by passion
fruit, mango and lime. tangy and sharp

8.25

wines
sparkling wine

glass

bottle

i castelli, prosecco doc

5.45

24.95

veneto, italy

dry & fruity bubbles - fresh & floral

8.25

8.25

tama-tiki

exotic and flavourful. mango, pineapple and
caribbean rum with subtle hints of apple and lime,
topped with angostura bitters to complete the tikiexperience. a tropical escape awaits

8.25

white wine

175ml* bottle

inkosi, chenin blanc

5.25

19.95

5.75

22.95

5.95

24.95

5.25

19.95

5.25

19.95

5.95

24.95

western cape, south africa

refreshing & clean - citrus & pineapple

honey i’m home!

a silky, syrupy delight! tequila, white chocolate, honey,
guava, and lime topped off with aromatic plum bitters
and star anise. flavour explosions all round for those with
a sweet tooth!

8.25

8.25

8.25

fiori sul muro catarratto,
pinot grigio vegan
sicily, italy

balanced & dry - soft fruit & citrus

te papa, sauvignon blanc

# hair of the dog

marlborough, new zealand

we’ve all been there… ask about our #hairofthedog
cocktail to help get your mojo back on track
#aboutlastnight

9.25

ripe & pungent - guava & melon

rosé wine
charlie zin, white zinfandel
california, usa

8.25

8.25

rich & elegant - red fruit & delicate spices

tama coolers

alcohol-free

crafted in-house; carafes of drinkable, refreshing loveliness

8.25

8.25

8.25

le jardin, merlot
languedoc, france

bombay cooler
8.25

red wine

uniquely ours and loved by many, this sweet but fresh
cooler is guaranteed to quench your thirst. pomegranate
juice is complemented by the punchy cinnamon in a
swirl of lime, mint, coriander and pomegranate seeds,
topped up with lemonade

4.95

fresh & full - forest fruits & black cherries
* 125ml also available

4.95

the coolcumber

4.95

mango mania

4.95

sweet coco cooler

4.95

the coolest kid on the block. a fresh blend of apple
and lychee juice, flavoured with chunks of cucumber
and finished with mint. light, refreshing and incredibly
moreish

vanilla syrup, rich mango and lemonade. simple and
sweet like candy, with a sprig of rosemary for the final
finesse

an unusually fun mix of orange, pineapple and coconut
juice and strawberry syrup. playtime in a glass; this is
tropical, full and fruity

illusions, malbec vegan
mendoza, argentina

peachy punch

the zing of fresh limes and the sweetness of our
homemade peach syrup. mixed up with passionfruit juice
and lemonade for wonderfully enjoyable sipping!

soft & juicy - red berry fruits

beer, ale & cider

spirits
3.65

we make our own ginger beer and combine it with cobra beer
& lemonade for a really good shandy!

(330ml)

3.95

refreshingly smooth premium beer brewed to an authentic
(pint) 4.95
indian recipe with a modern twist for an extra smooth taste. a
combination so good, it’s one of the world’s most awarded beers

cobra gluten free 4.8% gf
cobra gluten free is made from a complex recipe of seven
ingredients and then expertly brewed with fewer bubbles to give
it a sophisticated taste and smooth flavour

3.95

brooklyn lager 5.2%

4.95

beavertown gamma ray pale ale 5.4%

4.95

beavertown neck oil session ipa 4.3%

4.45

brewdog punk ipa 5.6%

4.95

packs a huge punch of floral and tropical aromas and a lasting
bitterness that makes for a banging american pale ale

citrusy green hop in the aroma and a light but full-bodied
mouthfeel, finishing with a big bitter finish

what will you find here? quite an aggressive beer, jam packed
with flavour. pineapple, mango, kiwi; the list goes on

a wheat beer brewed with orange peel for a subtle sweetness
and bright, citrus aroma. creamy bodied with a crisp start and
softly spiced finish

peacock apple cider 4.8%

4.25

ask about our current guest beer!

5.25
5.25
6.75
6.75

3.25
3.45
3.45
3.75

5.95
5.95
6.25
6.45

3.45
3.45
3.75
3.75

6.25
6.25
6.95
6.95

rum
bacardi
old j rum
kraken
havana club 7
jack daniels
jameson
johnnie walker black
monkey shoulder

tequila
olmeca reposado

4.95

cognac
courvoisier v.s

3.45

4.95

1.95

fever tree

2.65

soft drinks
lassi

a very popular indian yoghurt based drink; light & refreshing!

4.95

3.25

mango or pistachio

juices

2.65

coca cola, diet coke, coke zero,
sprite zero (330ml)

2.95

mango, passionfruit, pineapple & coconut,
orange or apple

4.95

6.75

mixers (200ml)

classic / light / lemon / elderflower /
raspberry & rose / blood orange

the sweetness of mango is perfectly balanced by
zesty lime to provide a burst of tropical refreshment

TAMA GUEST BEER

2.95
2.95
3.45
3.45

coke / coke zero / lemonade

made with a vibrant blend of magnificent, freshly pressed
apples. elegantly complements rich, exotic asian flavours,
providing a burst of refreshment to balance the aromatic
spices

peacock mango & lime cider 4%

absolut
absolut mango
ciroc
ciroc red berry

whisky

warm amber beer with a pale, firm head. a nice balance
between the sweetness of malt and the bitterness of hops. this is
a distinctive beer that you can drink all day

blue moon belgian white 5.4%

50ml

vodka

TAMA SHANDY
cobra 4.5%

25ml

we reckon they taste best served from their iconic bottle!

still/sparkling mineral water

330ml
750ml

1.95
3.85
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